
LinkedIn REACH

Ditch the Job Boards! get 
more bang for your buck 
by using OUR existing 
LinkedIn profiles with 
thousand of connections 
and massive visibility to 
promote your jobs!



Why LinkedIn?

Our LINKEDIN PROFILES with thousands of 
1st-level connections will connect, invite and 
message thousands of candidates in your 
industry and location, driving candidates to 
YOUR ATS or preferred Application Method.



Why LinkedIn?

750 million professionals on the network. 
Most with advanced education and 

income over $75k annually.



Transcending LinkedIn Limitations 

In 2021 LinkedIn limited all users to only 
100 invites per week…

a serious buzzkill for sourcing!

Sonata is sister company to Renova Digital www.renovadigital.com a 
leader in LinkedIn automation technology that can invite 5X the 

connections than LinkedIn’s current 100 per week limit. 

We invite almost that PER DAY!



Ditch the Job Boards!

Companies continue to place false hope in job boards as a holistic recruitment solution 
and are continuously disappointed. 

Let’s reach the high-value, professionals you need on LinkedIn, those that are not 
necessarily physically looking for a new job, but open to hearing about new opportunities. 

These are where you best hires will come from. 

These are the passive candidates that represent 90% of your talent market, these are the 
candidates you pay agencies the big fees for, we’ll help you reach them yourself!



Our staff PROFILES with thousands of 
connections in your industry invite and 

message on your behalf, driving candidates 
to YOUR ATS or Application Method fast..

Ditch the job boards and REACH passive candidates 5 X 
faster on LinkedIn…

Using OUR accounts with massive visibility and 
connections.



It all starts with use OUR proven, existing  
profiles with our 5X automation to reach 90 
candidates PER DAY! 5X your manual limit.



We then target the right 
candidate audience with 
granular precision, 
(skills, title, boolean and 
Geotarget in our LinkedIn 
Premium Account

We target your candidates with 
laser precision…



They get the Job Snippet in the invitation itself, with a call-to-action, NO NEED TO 
CONNECT! 100% of candidates see the offer! No need to connect or wait to accept.

We can send a connection message and use 
that window for the job snippet..

“Hi FIRST, CLIENT NAME is seeking a SYSTEMS ADMIN in Columbus ohio, 
remote, top pay, here’s the JD, INSERT bitly, please connect with Jane 
Smith in HR at jsmith@company.com directly to expedite your APP. 

Warmest Regards, Maria”

mailto:jsmith@company.com


 
        If they do accept they get ANOTHER  cadence with ANOTHER CTA (Call-to-action)

“Hi FIRST, CLIENT NAME is seeking a SYSTEMS ADMIN in Columbus ohio , remote, 
top pay, here’s the JD, INSERT bitly, please connect with Jane Smith in HR at 

jsmith@company.com directly to expedite your APP. Cheers, Maria”

      

We can send a follow-up message to your 
invitation with a call-to-action…

mailto:jsmith@company.com


“Hi FIRST, Thanks for connection, we’re seeking a SYSTEMS ADMIN in Columbus ohio, remote, top pay, here’s 
the JD, INSERT bitly, please connect with Jane Smith in HR at jsmith@company.com directly to expedite your 

APP. Kindest,, Maria”

    We message 1st degree candidates that match
    your roles via LinkedIn Messenger, 
    100% delivered…

We can send a Linkedin Messenger messages 
in BULK

Directly to their INBOX

mailto:jsmith@company.com


We bring power AND economy of scale

Indeed sponsored ADS can run up to $1,000 or more per 
posting, with little or NO results, Job Boards ONLY target 

ACTIVE CANDIDATES, the only represent 10% or less of your 
talent pool to source from…

Resume Databases only contain a few candidates who are actively 
looking, and frankly very strong candidates DON’T NEED TO POST 

OR DON’T WANT TO POST for confidentiality reasons..



We bring power AND economy of scale

Passive Candidates are the best candidates and have a 
lesser chance of pulling you into a bidding war which 

drives up your fixed salary costs and lowers the odds of an 
offer acceptance…

We reach PASSIVE CANDIDATES DIRECTLY!



We bring power AND economy of scale

Cost To Do It with Sonata Digital Reach 
Campaign?

only $1 per invitation with message and $3 per 
InMail message delivered.

$500 min per campaign…



“in our competitive talent markets, the company who 
identifies, engages and proactively nurtures the most 
qualified candidates, through the most channels and 

modalities, in the shortest time time…wins!

-Philip Foti, Founder Renova Digital and Sonata Talent



What qualifies us?

32 years in executive 
recruitment, working 

with hundreds of clients 
in the US and globally.

Founded 
www.renovadigital.com 

automation software 
development, lead 

generation, advertising 
for B2B companies 

globally.

We bring expertise in 
BOTH recruitment AND 
marketing like no other.

http://www.renovadigital.com/


Our Offerings…

• Executive Search- Engaged, Contingency, Retained

• LinkedIn Digital Recruiting Automation

• Recruitment Marketing - LinkedIn REACH

• Managed Recruitment Services for Small –Mid Size 
Companies



In addition to bot automation we offer

AI aggregated profile sourcing, harvesting, collecting and appending contact data to candidates across the web 
FAST! so we can implement sophisticated recruitment marketing solutions and drive candidate engagement.

AI aggregated 
Email 
automation

Shortlisting Prescreening

Interviewing 
Scheduling 
Interviews

Job Post 
Management 

and more…

We’ll essentially bring 5X recruitment power for a fraction of assembling your own team and resources, we 
bring ECONOMY OF SCALE, efficiency, strength and savings!



If you have a larger quantity of jobs in multiple geographic areas it may 
make sense to devote a bot, branded for your company.. 
ask about our LinkedIn Digital Recruiter learn more at…

www.sonatatalent.com



Are you ready to bring power, leverage and economy of 
scale to your recruitment?

 Let's setup a Zoom 

www.sonatatalent.com 

TEXT US 512.883.2674


